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Abstract: As thermosonic ball bonding is developed for more and more advanced applications in the electronic

packaging industry, the control of process stresses induced on the integrated circuits becomes more important. If Cu

bonding wire is used instead of Au wire, larger ultrasonic levels are common during bonding. For advanced microchips

the use of Cu based wire is risky because the ultrasonic stresses can cause chip damage. This risk needs to be managed

by e.g. the use of ultrasound during the impact stage of the ball on the pad (“pre-bleed”) as it can reduce the strain

hardening effect, which leads to a softer deformed ball that can be bonded with less ultrasound. To find the best profiles

of ultrasound during impact, a numerical model is reported for ultrasonic bonding with capillary dynamics combined with

a geometrical model describing ball deformation based on volume conservation and stress balance. This leads to an

efficient procedure of ball bond modelling bypassing plasticity and contact pairs. The ultrasonic force and average stress

at the bond zone are extracted from the numerical experiments for a 50 µm diameter free air ball deformed by a capillary

with a hole diameter of 35 µm at the tip, a chamfer diameter of 51 µm, a chamfer angle of 90o, and a face angle of 1o.

An upper limit of the ultrasonic amplitude during impact is derived below which the ultrasonic shear stress at the interface

is not higher than 120 MPa, which can be recommended for low stress bonding. 
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1. Introduction

Due to the high price of Au, the microelectronic wire

bonding industry is making great efforts to adopt alternative

wire materials that are more economical. In particular, Cu

wire is used for ball bonding. In applications where Cu

cannot be used yet, it is mainly due to the risk of chip damage

due to the higher stresses during the Cu ball bonding process

compared with the Au ball bonding processes. Copper is

harder than Au and commonly needs larger levels of

ultrasound and force for successful bonding. This causes

higher stresses and thus higher risk of chip damage. 

Various efforts were made to reduce stress in Cu wire

bonding.1-6) One of them is to use ultrasound during impact,

i.e. typically a reduced level of ultrasound amplitude during

touchdown and initial deformation of the ball. This can

reduce the work hardening effect of initial deformation.7-9)

The stress field under the bonding pad on a microchip can be

measured during bonding only with very limited resolution10-13)

or after bonding with Raman measurements.14) Therefore,

several contributions used finite element modelling to better

understand wire bonding.15-21) Some contributions focus on

how ultrasonic stresses affect the microchip.15-20) While the

main aspects of ball bonding were covered in these papers,

simulations of the ultrasonic parameter during impact of the

ball on the pad are scarce. Thus, a numerical method

combined with a geometrical model is reported in this

paper, describing how the free air ball (FAB) shape

transforms in that of the deformed ball, as illustrated in Fig.

1, while calculating the ultrasonic force acting on the chip.

This work is an extension of the extended abstract and

presentation given previously.22) 

2. Geometric Model of Ball Deformation

The diameter of the FAB is 50 µm which is stepwise

deformed by a capillary with a hole diameter of 35 µm at

the tip, a chamfer diameter of 51 µm, a chamfer angle of

90o, and a face angle of 11o. 

Models that incorporate plasticity need to handle contacts

between components and both, plasticity and contact pairs

need substantial calculation time. In contrast, the geometric

model proposed here assumes all contacts are perfectly

connected which corresponds to the ideal case where the
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ultrasound immediately bonds the interface and the normal

(clamping) force is sufficiently high. These simplifications

lead to a more robust and faster simulation. However, the

results of this simplified model can only serve as an upper

limit and any experimental values will be lower. This still

allows to draw conclusions about recommended ranges of

process parameters. Based on four concepts, this model

describes the stepwise progress of ball formation by

providing the deformed ball outline (shape) for each step.

The model consists of two stages, the intrusion stage and

the squeeze-out stage. 

2.1. Intrusion Stage 

Stepwise intrusion. In this concept, the capillary is moved

downwards from the FAB touching position into the FAB

by a specific distance dz, e.g. 0.1 µm. This intrusion is

illustrated in the closeup in Fig. 2 (a). The normal force

associated with this intrusion also acts at the ball/substrate

contact zone, leading to a collapse of the initial point

contact. 

Stress balance. Inspired by Newton's third law of motion,

not only the action and reaction forces are the same on the

two interface areas, capillary/ball and ball substrate, but also

the stresses as assumed the same in this model. Of course,

this simplification is significant as the yield stresses depend

on the part geometry and boundaries. The capillary/ball

interface experiences friction and shear in a stronger way than

the ball/substrate interface. Leaving a more accurate

representation of this matter to future models, the

simplification here means that the contact area, Stipcut, is

required to be the same as the area of the projection of the

capillary/ball interface onto the substrate plane forming a ring,

Sring. From this follows the height of the cut off ball tip, gz,

and the total distance the capillary moves in this step, dz+ gz. 

Volume conservation. The volumes Vintrusion and Vtipcut are

moved to the periphery of the deformed ball by assuming

the shape between capillary and substrate being that of the

section of a circle with center point A having the same

distance from the capillary point and substrate point, and a

radius r adjusted for volume conservation, as shown in Fig.

2 (b). In cases of advanced deformation, e.g. when the

distance of A from the axis of symmetry is larger than r, the

auxillary circle rotated around the axis of symmetry has the

form of a donut. 

2.2. Squeeze-Out Stage 

In this stage the concept of stress balance is abandoned as

it does not agree with experimental observation. It is

replaced with an exponential decline model of point A. This

position now follows the basic exponential function, bx 

z = a · ebx, (1) 

where a and b are adjusted for each step while r remains

constant. An example is shown in Fig. 3. The values of a

and b are obtained by fitting Equ. 1 to the previous center

point A and point C. The coordinates of C, xC, yC are

constructed using the coordinates of the contact points of

capillary/ball and substrate/ball, denoted E and D, with

coordinates xE, yE and xD, yD, respectively, using 

xC = (xE + xD)/2 (2) 

yC = (yE + yD)/4 (3) 

These formulas assure a deformed ball shape that is fairly

similar to observated shapes. The formulas also assure that

Fig. 1. Geometry variation during deformation of free-air ball

(FAB). 

Fig. 2. Illustrations of (a) intrusion of capillary into ball where dz
is given and gz is derived from the concept of stress balance,

(b) new shape derived from concept of volume conservation

by fitting a circle section between capillary and substrate,

with point A as the circle center. 
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the center point A manages to slip under the cap tip while

the deformation is progressing to extreme values. 

2.3. Example ball Deformation 

Definitions of the goemetry parameters of a deformed ball

are given in Fig. 4. An example ball deformation run is

carried out with initiating step sizes of dz = 0.01, 0.05, and

then 0.1 µm for the rest of stage I, and 0.4 µm for stage II.

The resulting values including the effect of gz are shown in

Fig. 5. Examples of the geometries are given in Fig. 6. The

geometry parameters for each step are given in Fig. 7. 

3. Ultrasonic Finite Element Model

The same model as in19-21) for a Cu ball is used with the

exception of the bonded ball geometry which is adjusted to

various degrees of deformation while keeping the total

volume constant to be that of a 50 micron diameter FAB.

For each of these geometries the stress field generated by

ultrasound with a frequency of 128 kHz is simulated and the

ultrasonic tangential force at the bond interface is

determined. This force produces the ultra-sonic shear stress

at the interface which usually cannotgo above the shear

strength of the best possible bond orof the base materials.

For Au to Al or Cu to Al bonds, ashear strength of 120 MPa

is reasonable. 

Results for interfacial force and stress are shown inFigs.8

(a) and (b), respectively. The stepsize was ran-domly chosen

between 0.05 µm and 0.15 µm for eachdata point to

visualize numerical noise. For increasingdeformation, the

stress is mainly decreasing. In otherwords, relatively high

stresses can occur before deforma-tion is finished provided

the ultrasound is strong enoughto cause bonding. The

Fig. 3. Illustration of stage II construction. Position of B determined

by concept of volume conservation while ri = ri+1 is kept

constant. 

Fig. 4. Geometry parameters definitions for hole diameter H,neck

height NH, chamfer diameter CD, ball diameterBD, ball

diameters taken at capillary BDC and interfaceBDI, ball

height BH, and capillary tip height CTH.

Fig. 5. Given (dz) and derived (dz + gz) stepsize for example ball

deformation by geometrical model.

Fig. 6. Geometry variation examples ranging from ball height 21.5

micron down to 12.7 micron (only 1/2 model shown).
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number of mesh elements useddepends on the geometry and

varies between 16000 and 19000. 

To make sure there is no ultrasound induced failure dur-

ing impact, we assume the interfacial ultrasonic stressneed

to be always below a limit of sTarget = 120 MPa, the ultra-

sonic amplitude must be lowered below a limit,

ALimit = A0 · σTarget / σI, (4)

where A0 is the horn amplitude used in the simulation,

0.599 mm, and σI is the resulting interfacial ultrasound

stress. The result of this derivation is shown in Fig. 9. The

ALimit value is roughly linear with the contact zone area.

4. Conclusions

A geometrical model is reported that predicts the pro-

gressive free air ball deformation purely based on thestarting

geometry of free air ball and capillary tip. Basedon four

simplifying concepts, the model producesdeformed ball

shapes that correspond well with experi-mentally observed

ball shapes. A finite element model is used on the

progressing geom-etries to estimate ultrasonic stress levels

at the interfacein ball bonding during impact formation with

pre-bleedultrasound. A significant change in ultrasonic

effect isobserved depending on the amount of ball

deformation. 

The model can be used to estimate optimized ultrasound

profiles during the initial deformation of balls and thereby

can lead to processes with minimized risk of underpad

damage. The model lends itself to extension, e.g. for various

capillary geometries or for non-sperical FAB shapes, and for

analysis of process sensitivity to parameter variations, e.g.

of the capillary tip parameters (hole, chamfer) or the free air

ball diameter. 
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Fig. 7. Geometry parameters determined by the geometric

deformation model.

Fig. 8. Ultrasonic force (a), stress (b) at bond interface, dependent

on ball deformation. Ultrasonic amplitude A0 was 559 nm.

Fig. 9. Upper limit of ultrasonic amplitude to avoid ultrasonic

stress levels above 120 MPa at interface. 
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